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“Its in our DNA”

The Founders of Welltek, felt strongly based on their own personal experiences 

that it’s not enough to design workplaces that look amazing. Obviously, everyone 

wants to work in an environment that looks great – employee pride in their work-

place is important – but how healthy a space is, is too often overlooked.

A fantastic office design falls short if there are no private spaces for employees to 

join an online meeting without disturbing colleagues, or even to speak to their GP 

in privacy. An ergonomic office chair is an essential requirement but what about 

the availability of natural light. Similarly, it’s a great addition to an office to have 

fresh, filtered water, but what about the air that everyone is breathing?
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We feel it’s time to go beyond the aesthetics of office design. With most humans in the 

developed world now spending around 90% of their time indoors, Welltek believes 

that the built environment should do us good, not harm. This manmade environment 

should be healthy at its core. This is why we focus on air quality, natural light, and noise 

and stress management – the elements which we believe most affect human health 

from the moment you step into the building. 

Noise PoulltionNoise Poulltionkk

The Solutions

The Open Plan 
Office
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The open plan office has been the favourite layout for designers and companies for 

some time. Not only does it make sense for space planning, it encourages teamwork 

and collaboration. However, this can be to the detriment of noise levels. The explosion 

in the use of video conferencing has created a new dimension to this challenge. Having 

a Zoom call in an open plan office is never a popular decision.

Research suggests that noise and distraction impacts wellness, productivity and even 

financial performance, yet executives aren’t doing enough to address the problem.

In the Oxford Economics study, 63 percent of employees said they lack quiet 

space for focused work, which has a negative effect on their productivity, satisfac-

tion and wellbeing. Indeed, employees in the noisiest office environments are more 

likely to say they may leave their job in the next six months.

96 percent of executives see employee productivity as critical to their financial 

performance, yet just 40 percent understood the link between noise, distraction 

and productivity.

Introducing the Martela Podbooth - Phone booth, Podbooth Duo 

and Quartet.

Martela’s Pod family was born out of a need to create intelligent and comfortable 
workplaces. Where you can work and meet in peace. There is increasing demand for 
flexible solutions for more functional workplaces and greater wellbeing. With the Pod 
family you can create better conditions for both working alone and for casual meet-
ings.  
Three sizes of Podbooths make sure there is a peaceful place to meet regardless of 
your assembly. Podbooth is ideal for taking calls, whereas Podbooth meeting / duo 

provide a quiet place for small groups to meet away from the noise in the main office. 

Martela - Pod Collection. Martela - Pod Collection. kkNoise PoulltionNoise Poulltionkk

Podbooth.
Podbooth
Duo.

Podbooth
Quartet.



Spec. Spec. kk

 Interior:

- Dirt repellent and anti-static carpet, dark grey.

- Walls and ceiling felt, dark grey.

- Tabletop and backplate black laminate.

Martela - Pod Collection. Martela - Pod Collection. kk

Meeting module for 1 to 6 people
PodBooth Meeting provides a quiet, soundproofed space for meetings of 2-6 people. It is a 
perfect solution for a mobile meeting room for modern offices. PodBooth Meeting is availa-
ble with or without furniture. Adjustable ventilation and lighting provide the best possible 
meeting conditions.

Features include: levelling glides, LED lighting and air circulation system with censor, electric 
sockers (2 pcs) and charging USB (2pcs), (The cable location can be selected during installa-
tion), magnet closing door (chose left or right handed).

Accessories

- Castors

- PodSofa with open plinth

- PodLounge with open plinth

- Integrated table, base black. Table top 

oak, ash, stained ash or laminate (black or 

white)

- Different connectors and charging points 

(total 4 pcs) can be selected to the inte-

grated table (outlet, charging USB A+C, 

HDMI or RJ45)

- Monitor bracket to the integrated table 

(includes 2 outlets under the table)

- Monitor bracket to the side wall (includes 

an extra outlet on the wall, behind the 

bracket). Monitor size 32-55”

- Wall-mounted coat hanger holder with 

or without a mirror, black

- Coat hanger, black

- Possibility to attach a whiteboard to the 

side wall

- Whiteboard available separately



Meeting ModulesMeeting Modules

PodLounge                                PodMeeting                             Podmeeting Cove

PodLounge - Bench with Screen 

PodLounge is a versatile lobby series that includes a seat and several different 

screen options. The seat can be used as a stand-alone seat or grouped so that 

the elements create a sheltered space for encounters. Compact dimensioning.

PodMeeting - Meeting module

PodMeeting provides a private and comfortable meeting space for up to four people. If necessary, it 

can be equipped with a power outlet and a whiteboard. PodMeeting consists of two sofas, a table and a 

screen. The window openings also function as armrests.

PodMeeting Cove - Meeting Module with table and screen

PodMeeting Cove offers options for short-term working, holding meetings and various spontaneous 

encounters. The furniture consists of a screen and a tabletop. It does not include seats, but benches 

and various other seats are available as options.

Martela and sustainibility 

  
“As part of our ongoing commitment to responsibility, we are continually striving for greater trans-
parency when it comes to the environmental features of our products. From the first sketches of a 
new idea, to when a product leaves our warehouse gates, until the recycling of each component, 
we always consider responsibility. As one of our environmental goals is prioritizing long life-cycle 

products, all Martela products are designed to be long-lasting and safe to use.”

Martela products are designed to last over time and to 
answer customer needs. In the development phase, 
products are tested in various ways in Martela’s own test 
laboratory to ensure a long and functioning product 
life.

The MOST 
soundproof 
PodBooth on 
the market. 
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Framery OFramery One Framery Q
Framery 2Q

Framery is the pioneer and the world’s leading manufacturer of soundproof private spaces for solv-
ing noise and privacy issues in open offices: Framery products claim to make employees happier 
and more productive in offices of dozens of the world’s leading companies, including Microsoft, 
Puma and Tesla. In fact, 40% of all Forbes 100 companies use Framery. Every detail of every 
product is carefully considered and perfected to ensure it contributes to our customer’s happi-
ness, from usability and acoustics to aesthetics and sustainability.

Framery’s environmental commitments: 

• Fulfilling all applicable environmental legal requirements
• Delivering industry leading, innovative, eco-efficient solutions for our customers
• Continuously improving environmental efficiency throughout the supply chain

Framery One is not only stylish and super smart, it incorporates the latest tech-
nology, leading sound insulation standards and echo-free acoustics. You can 
look forward to a highly adaptable workspace where you won’t be disturbed by 
outside noise or distractions and can enjoy best-in-class design while you focus 
on your next project.

• Top rating in the new ISO 23351-1 standard for sound insulation.
• manage the booth using the high-res touchscreen and seamless UI. The occu-

pancy light lets people outside know whether the pod is reserved or free to use.
• Framery Connect keeps the Framery One performing perfectly and alerts you to 

any potential issues.
• Both the seat and generous table are designed to be easy to adjust, with foot-

rests on the floor and fixed to the seat to keep you comfortable for long stretch-
es.

Framery O is ideal for important calls or video conferences. Have your discus-
sions in privacy without disturbing your colleagues. The classic office phone 
booth delivers leading sound insulation standards and echo-free acoustics, 
providing a comfortable working environment for one.

“When I encountered the Framery O, I was blown away by the quality of con-

struction and chic aesthetic. It felt very neutral and wouldn’t compete with other 

elements in our office. From the design, cost-efficiency and sustainability perspec-

tive, the decision to use Framery as a staple in our workplace design has been a 

no-brainer.”

Annie Wu, Sr. Director of Engagement & Culture at Postmates San Francisco

The Framery Q office pod is a multifunctional, soundproof 
space for 1-4 people to have meetings, brainstorming sessions 
and important one-on-one conversations in private without dis-
turbing the office – or the office disturbing you. 
The interior layout is designed for uninterrupted heads-down work. 
It comes with an adjustable electric table that allows you to change 
your working position from sit-to-stand in a matter of seconds. The 
Flow has plenty of space inside for a chair and even an extra stool, 
making it possible to invite your colleague in for a chat or a shared 
video conference.

The Framery 2Q soundproof meeting pod is designed for 4-6 
people, making it the ideal place to co-create, brainstorm and 
have meetings. Our superior sound insulation and echo-free acous-
tics ensure that your meetings won’t disturb the office – and the 
office noise won’t disturb you.

Optimize your meetings with a screen bracket and whiteboard set 
on the opposite wall to ensure that everyone present, physically or 
virtually, shares the same vision.

Framery O

Framery Q

Framery 2Q

Framery One



How to Hybrid by WelltekHow to Hybrid by Welltekkk

Flexibility is the new normal.
 
For those who continue to work remotely for all or part of the week, it’s important that they 
feel as included in the office world as possible. Products like Artome M10 doubles as AV and 
Video-conferencing, with the image from the online meeting being displayed on the nearest 
light coloured wall. This helps people feel more included in the physical meeting which is 
taking place in the office.

Flexibility is the new normal. We need products and solutions which support this so that of-
fice and remote working can be blended more effectively.

Whether meetings are taking place online or people come to the office for large gather-
ings, we need to make it easy to use space flexibly, regardless of the location and number 
of employees present.
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The Global Pandemic has been a catalyst for workplace change, and 
has created a massive shift in where and how we work. As people re-
turn to the office for all or part of the week, companies need to support 
their staff both at home, in the workplace and wherever else they may 
choose to work.

Online meetings which were previously the exception are now the 
norm and are not going away any time soon. Yet trying to have a zoom 
call in an open plan office is not really an option. Companies which pro-
vide access to soundproof spaces for online meetings will avoid issues 
associated with noise pollution and distraction.



The ideology of Artome is to re-design audio visual solutions by 
eliminating the cabling and making the technology installation free.



EDUCATION
Providing easy-to-use technology to support hybrid learning and dynamic learning environments. 
Enabling movable technology that can be used in any space from lobby to classroom.

BUSINESS
Raising the level of audiovisual technology in a conference room to meet the modern require-
ments of modern office environments. Presenting customized style for unique spaces.

HERITAGE
Enabling installation free and fully adaptable technology for videoconferencing, presenting and 
events. Offering customized design to honor the heritage of the building.
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Indoor Air QualityIndoor Air Quality

IMPORTANCE OF AIR QUALITY

Despite public health awareness and progress on outdoor air pollution, progress on 
indoor air pollution has significantly lagged behind. The quality of air inside offices, 
schools and other public and private buildings, where people spend a large part of 
their life, is an essential determinant of health and wellbeing.

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) is important for two main reasons. First, most humans in the 
developed world spend about 90% of their time indoors. Secondly, studies show 
that indoor air pollution is 25 to 100 times worse than outdoor air.

As has been shown by the recent pandemic, we tend to make each other sick. 
Around 80% of human infections are transmitted by direct and indirect contact. 
Dust particles can carry germs and allergens which transmit from one person to 
another.

We cannot see our air so how do we 

know if it is doing people harm? 

At Welltek, we start by analysing your ex-

isting air, by measuring key variables such 

as fine particles, VOCs, humidity and CO2. 

This gives us a baseline from which com-

ponents need to be improved.

NAAVANAAVA

Naava’s are easy to move and adapt to according to 
the function of the space: with Naava skate, you can 
change the position whenever you want.

In addition to being an air purifier and humidifier, 
Naava can act as a beautiful space divider. Utilise 
both sides of Naava by adding even more functionali-
ty with a magnetic whiteboard.

24/7 remote monitoring
Take a look at how your Naava functions whenever, 
wherever. Monitor your room temperature and hu-
midity, see how much water is left and how long it 
will last, how much air has been purified, and more.

The integrated 2000 lux LED light in the colour nat-
ural white (5700K) beautifully lightens up the Naava 
while also vitalizing the plants – and you.

Naava’s ever-green, soil-free, and allergy-friendly 
plants live in their own individual pots that are easy 
to change.

Naava Duo is a smart green wall, which purifies indoor air. This double-sided version allows you to 
sit anywhere in the room and still enjoy the benefits of Naava – both the biophilia and the health 

effects.

Naava is not connected to the plumbing system, making 
it easy to install and relocate. All you need to do is fill 
the water tank weekly, and Naava’s tech takes care of the 
daily watering.



Naava plants live in a soil-free pot designed to maximise their natural air-purifying 
power, making one Naava plant up to 100 times more efficient than regular plants.

Power
Naava needs an electric outlet. One-sided mod-

els consume on average 15 kWh/month, dou-
ble-sided 30 kWh/month - that’s about 1€!



Air Purifiers - Air0Air Purifiers - Air0 Air Purifiers - Air0Air Purifiers - Air0

Air0 is a Finnish technology company truly passionate about air we breathe indoors and 
its purification. After years of research and design Air0 is offering the most innovative 
and efficient solution to pure indoor air available on the market.

The Air0 Purifiers comes in 2 different sizes, based on the size of the room. 
We also offer different colours options to fit your interior design.
In addition to the Ai0 Purifier, we offer an Air0 Indoor Air Quality Monitoring Service 
(IAQ) and an Air0 Clean Air System (a combination of the Air0 Purifier with the Air0 In-
door Air Quality Monitoring Service (IAQ) ).

How efficient it is?
To measure how efficient a purifier is, we calculate the Clean Air Delivery Rate (CADR). 
Unlike most of the purifiers on the market, Air0 has a really high filtration efficien-
cy. However, only the air circulated through the purifier is filtrated. If only some of the 
room’s air goes through the purifier, the rest stays unpurified, no matter how high the 
filtration efficiency is.

The highly experienced team of professionals in aerosol physics, technology development and en-
gineering developed the smAIRt® technology which is a special, patented way to combine electri-
cal and mechanical purification technologies. As a result, smAIRt® purifiers have an extremely high 
CADR value even for the smallest particles.

Suitable for: Offices, Dental practises, Pharmacies, Doctors’ Surgeries, and any public or com-
mercial environment. Any setting where clean air is a necessity.
Air0 is available to rent or buy.

At first, we will start with finding 
out the needs for the indoor air 
purification. Our IAQ sensors will 
provide data on the current state 
of the air quality. To get the most 

comprehensive picture of the initial 
situation, we will also collect other 
information such as room sizes and 

ventilation air flows.

Based on the results of the initial 
assesment, we will make a rec-

ommendation for the purification 
solution fitting to the needs. The 

recom-mendation includes cal-cu-
lation of the room-specific clean air 
volumes and suggestion about the 

placing of the devices.

The beauty of the service 
model lies in the flexibility. 
When your business grows 

with new rooms, Air0 System 
scales accordingly. No need 

for the extra capacity in-
vest-ments upfront.

The pay-as-you-go service model 
does not require large investments 
to get started. Our experts will take 
care of the installation and setup 

providing a turnkey solution to ac-
tivate the service. Once the system 
is running, Air0 App & Web will pro-
vide the information on the indoor 
air quality and system operation.



Air Monitoring Air Monitoring 
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Light and WellbeingLight and Wellbeing

LIGHT AFFECTS YOUR HEALTH

Most of us live in a man-made environment, often without enough access to daylight. Yet studies 

have shown that light exposure has an impact on our mood and reduces symptoms of depres-

sion. Exposure to light has also been directly linked with health and can affect how we recover 

and heal. This makes sense when you go back to basics. Circadian rhythms are internal processes 

naturally occurring in our body.

They are tied to our body clock and therefore they repeat roughly every 24 hours. These natural 

processes affect most living things and mainly respond to light and dark.



Skylight by Light Cognitive Skylight by Light Cognitive Skylight by Light Cognitive Skylight by Light Cognitive 

Programmed to match the lighting conditions of the outside.



Skylight by Light Cognitive Skylight by Light Cognitive 

Look up to the ceiling and see the sky. Light Cognitive is light 
you don’t just see, it’s light you feel. The right light at the right 

time enhances our well-being, productivity and alertness. Light 
Cognitive can reproduce natural light, with an award-winning 

innovation that follows nature’s circadian rhythm.

The Skylight by Light Cognitive recreates natural light in indoor 
space and it helps to promote recovery and a health sleep 
wake sky. The Skylight is generated with different types of 

LEDs, the light is similar to the spectra found in nature.

The Skylight is a very good solution, to create a window feeling 
and it is ideal for underground spaces or room with insufficient 

lighting.

Thee Skylight casts blue light 
during the day, gradually phasing 
it out as evening approaches to 
help regulate circadian rhythms.
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RechargeRecharge

BALANCING WORK AND HOME LIFE

Most of us lead hectic lives, often balancing a busy work and home 
life. Some stress is normal and can be a good thing for certain tasks 
and to help you perform. But relentless stress can really take its toll 
on your sleep and quality of life. It can not only lead to burn out but 
long term stress can also have serious long term health consequenc-
es if it is not managed. Is it possible to be stressed and now know it? 
Stress manifests itself in the human body in different ways for every-
body. For some it may affect the length and quality of sleep, for oth-
ers it may bring on certain underlying conditions such as eczema and 
in others it can affect memory and other brain functions such as mood 
and anxiety.



Neuron Activation Pod - NAP by LoOokNeuron Activation Pod - NAP by LoOok

N.A.P or Neuron Activation Pod, affects relaxation and recovery mechanisms using 

Neurosonic technology. When your mind is already full and stressed it is difficult to 

find the mental capacity to help relieve the stress from your hectic life. N.A.P. has 

been proven to help with physical and mental recovery.

N.A.P. works via sensory tissue stimulation and it works by releasing gentle vibrations. 

The vibrations work by activation our parasympathetic nervous system, which is part 

of the autonomic nervous system in the brain, it will send your body into a medita-

tive state and it will leave you feeling more rested and relaxed.

The Neuron Activation Pod provides very effective programmes for relaxation, ac-

tivation and physical recovery and over time it can help improve our sleep quality. 

Moreover, people have found many different positive effects after using the N.A.P, 

including help with migraines, night-waking and faster recovery from exercise, jet lag, 

flu etc.

A little bit of adrenaline and acute stress once in a while won’t do you any harm, the 

issue arises when we experience chronic stress, and that’s why it’s important to find 

a balance including more short breaks and naps in our daily life.

Frame material: compres-
sion moulded birch, steel 
and high quality foam 
upholstered with fabric.

Base: castors in polypro-
pylene and thermoplastic 
rubber or wooden legs in 
Oak.

Colours & Finishes: black 
castors or wooden legs in 
natural (matte lacquer), 
white pigmented or black 
stained Oak. High quality 
upholstery from a wide 
selection of fabrics.



Recharge - Go SleepRecharge - Go Sleep

GoSleep is about increasing wellbeing, recovery and efficiency, decreasing the 
cost of staff absence and preventing burnouts.

 “Why wouldn’t you switch the afternoon coffee break for a 15 minute power nap?”

Research shows that a nap can make you 
more alert, reduce stress and improve cog-

nitive functioning. Power nap has been 
proven to increase productivity and con-

centration by 36%.



Recharge - Go SleepRecharge - Go Sleep

The sleep pods are manu-
factured in Finland to the 
highest quality standards. 
The sleep pod by GoSleep 
are safe and certified, com-
plying with fire and safety 

rules and regulations.

 “The founders of Welltek have a combined experience of over 40 years in the 
furniture and technology sectors, enabling them to seek out products and sup-

pliers which are innovative and which maximise employee’s wellbeing.”



Sustainability 
& Wellness
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Air: Optimize and achieve indoor air quality. Strat-
egies include removal of airborne contaminants, 
prevention and purification.

Mind: Support mental and emotional health, pro-
viding the occupant with regular feedback and 
knowledge about their environment through de-
sign elements, relaxation spaces, and state-of-the-
art technology.

Nourishment: Encourage healthy eating habits by 
providing occupants with healthier food choices, 
behavioral cues, and knowledge about nutrient 
quality.

Light: Minimize disruption to the body’s circadian 
rhythm. Requirements for window performance 
and design, light output and lighting controls, and 
task-appropriate illumination levels are included to 
improve energy, mood and productivity.

Comfort: Create an indoor environment that is dis-
traction-free, productive, and soothing. Solutions 
include design standards and recommendations, 
thermal and acoustic controllability, and policy 
implementation covering acoustic and thermal 
parameters that are known sources of discomfort.



- For more information on the sustainability of our brands, please check out their websites - - For more information on the sustainability of our brands, please check out their websites -



Thank you! Get in touch:


